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Becoming a Woman of Excellence Cynthia Heald 2014-02-27 How do we become women of excellence? This best-selling topical
Bible study has helped over 1 million women discover who God designed them to be. Written by Navigator author and Bible
teacher Cynthia Heald, the 11 sessions in this Bible study explore what your identity in Christ is and how you can best
serve Him. If using in a group, personal study is needed between meetings.
Black Pain Terrie M. Williams 2009-01-06 A successful woman entrepreneur addresses the taboo of depression that
pervades African-American culture, drawing on her own experiences of suffering and recovery while counseling readers
from all walks of life on how to overcome cycles of denial and psychological pain. Reprint. 50,000 first printing.
Policing the Planet Jordan T. Camp 2016-06-07 How policing became the major political issue of our time Combining
firsthand accounts from activists with the research of scholars and reflections from artists, Policing the Planet
traces the global spread of the broken-windows policing strategy, first established in New York City under Police
Commissioner William Bratton. It’s a doctrine that has vastly broadened police power the world over—to deadly effect.
With contributions from #BlackLivesMatter cofounder Patrisse Cullors, Ferguson activist and Law Professor Justin
Hansford, Director of New York–based Communities United for Police Reform Joo-Hyun Kang, poet Martín Espada, and
journalist Anjali Kamat, as well as articles from leading scholars Ruth Wilson Gilmore, Robin D. G. Kelley, Naomi
Murakawa, Vijay Prashad, and more, Policing the Planet describes ongoing struggles from New York to Baltimore to Los
Angeles, London, San Juan, San Salvador, and beyond.
Women Change the World Michelle Patterson 2014-06-10 Women Change the World is a collection of world-changing
women—from actresses, recording artists, and writers to businesswomen and other high-profile female professionals—on
women's unique contributions to society. Women Change the World will be released in conjunction with the California
Women's Conference, which offers its attendees inspiration, resources, and connections to take the next steps in their
businesses, personal development, or philanthropic endeavors. 2012's conference speakers included Marcia Cross, Donna
Karen, Gloria Allred, and many others. Women Change the World aims not only to show how women can be the heart of
success, but also to inspire other women to go out and change the world themselves.
Mighty Be Our Powers Perseus 2011-09-13 WINNER OF THE 2011 NOBEL PEACE PRIZE In a time of death and terror, Leymah
Gbowee brought Liberia’s women together—and together they led a nation to peace. As a young woman, Leymah Gbowee was
broken by the Liberian civil war, a brutal conflict that tore apart her life and claimed the lives of countless
relatives and friends. Years of fighting destroyed her country—and shattered Gbowee’s girlhood hopes and dreams. As a
young mother trapped in a nightmare of domestic abuse, she found the courage to turn her bitterness into action,
propelled by her realization that it is women who suffer most during conflicts—and that the power of women working
together can create an unstoppable force. In 2003, the passionate and charismatic Gbowee helped organize and then led
the Liberian Mass Action for Peace, a coalition of Christian and Muslim women who sat in public protest, confronting
Liberia’s ruthless president and rebel warlords, and even held a sex strike. With an army of women, Gbowee helped lead
her nation to peace—in the process emerging as an international leader who changed history. Mighty Be Our Powers is the
gripping chronicle of a journey from hopelessness to empowerment that will touch all who dream of a better world.
Womanist Dictionary Thao Chu 2019-08-29 The linguistic aspect of Womanism offers learners values as any other social
language. While most French learners get a glimpse into the history of Napoleon and many Chinese speakers are familiar
with an Asian lifestyle, English non-native speakers like us need to understand the language in a broader scope. Since
English is our shared method of communication, we have to adapt to not just one culture, but also variants in accents
or vocabularies from multiple English-speaking countries. Similarly, Womanism serves the same purpose among the black
community. By speaking Womanism, they are able to understand and embrace each other's values and virtues, while making
their history known to the rest of the world.
Resistance and Empowerment in Black Women's Hair Styling Elizabeth Johnson 2016-04-08 Elizabeth Johnson's Resistance
and Empowerment in Black Women's Hair Styling develops the argument that one way Black women define themselves and each
other, is by the way they style/groom their hair via endorsement by the media through advertisement, idealized
identification of Black female celebrities, and encouragement by professional celebrity hair stylists who serve as
change agents. As a result, hair becomes a physical manifestation of their self-identity, revealing a private and
personal mindset. Her research answers the following questions: What is the relationship between Black females' choice
of hairstyles/grooming and transmitted messages of aesthetics by the dominant culture through culturally specific
magazines?; What role do the natural hair blogs/vlogs play as a change agent in encouraging or discouraging consumers
grooming their hair in its natural state?; What impact does a globalized consumer market of Black hair care products
have on Hispanic/Latinas and Bi-Racial women?; Are Black female Generation Y members more likely to receive backlash
for failure to conform their hair to dominant standards in their hair adornment in the workplace? Johnson thus
demonstrates that the major concern from messages sent to Black women about their hair is its impact on Black identity.
Thus, the goal of Black women should be to break with hegemonic modes of seeing, thinking, and being for full
liberation. This critical and deep consciousness will debunk the messages told to Black women that their kinky, frizzy,
thick hair is undesirable, bad, unmanageable, and shackling.
African American Almanac Lean'tin Bracks 2012-01-01 The most complete and affordable single-volume reference of African
American culture available today, this almanac is a unique and valuable resource devoted to illustrating and
demystifying the moving, difficult, and often lost history of black life in America. Celebrating centuries of
achievements, the African American Almanac: 400 Years of Triumph, Courage, and Excellence provides insights on the
influence, inspiration, and impact of African Americans on U.S. society and culture. A legacy of pride, struggle, and
triumph is presented through a fascinating mix of biographies—including 750 influential figures—little-known or
misunderstood historical facts, enlightening essays on significant legislation and movements, and 445 rare photographs
and illustrations. Covering politics, education, religion, business, science, medicine, the military, sports,
literature, music, dance, theater, art, film, and television, chapters address the important events and social and
cultural changes that affected African Americans over the centuries, followed by biographical profiles of hundreds of
key figures, including Muhammad Ali, Maya Angelou, Josephine Baker, Amiri Baraka, Daisy Bates, George Washington
Carver, Ray Charles, Bessie Coleman, Gary Davis, Frederick Douglass, W. E. B. Du Bois, Michael Eric Dyson, Duke
Ellington, Medgar Evers, Henry Louis Gates Jr., Eric H. Holder Jr., Langston Hughes, Zora Neale Hurston, LeBron James,
Mae C. Jemison, Martin Luther King Jr., Queen Latifah, Jacob Lawrence, Kevin Liles, Thurgood Marshall, Walter Mosley,
Elijah Muhammad, Barack Obama, Gordon Parks, Rosa Parks, Richard Pryor, Condoleezza Rice, Smokey Robinson, Wilma
Rudolph, Betty Shabazz, Tavis Smiley, Clarence Thomas, Sojourner Truth, Harriet Ross Tubman, C. Delores Tucker, Usher,
Denmark Vesey, Alice Walker, Booker T. Washington, Kanye West, Reggie White, Serena Williams, Oprah Winfrey, and
Malcolm X. Explore a wealth of milestones, inspiration, challenges met, and lasting respect!
What Makes You So Strong? Jeremiah A. Wright (Jr.) 1993 When the fortress of Louisbourg fell to the British in 1758,
the Acadians of Prince Edward Island (then known as Île Saint-Jean) were doomed to a horrible fate—deportation from
their homes to an unknown land thousands of kilometres away. Shipwrecks and disease took a terrible toll during the
voyage to France, and hundreds of the approximately three thousand deportees lost their lives. Earle Lockerby's
meticulously researched account sheds new light on this tragic event, from its implementation to the experiences of the
Acadians who eluded British troops and escaped to the mainland, to the deportees' arrival in Europe. Featuring excerpts
from original documents and letters, Deportation of the Prince Edward Island Acadians is an important record of this
neglected chapter in the saga of the Acadian people.
The Origins of the World's Mythologies Michael Witzel 2012 Michael Witzel persuasively demonstrates the prehistoric
origins of most of the mythologies of Eurasia and the Americas ('Laurasia').
AIDS in Africa Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS. 2005 This report presents three hypothetical case studies
for how the AIDS epidemic in Africa could evolve over the next 20 years based on policy decisions taken today by
African leaders and the rest of the world; and considers the factors likely to drive the future responses of African
countries and the international community. The scenarios draw on the age-old tradition of story-telling, rather than
using data projections, to explore the wider context of the AIDS epidemic, reflecting the complexity of the subject
matter.
Mental Health Stigma in the Military Joie D. Acosta 2014 Despite the efforts of both the U.S. Department of Defense and
the Veterans Health Administration to enhance mental health services, many service members are not regularly seeking
needed care when they have mental health problems. Without appropriate treatment, these mental health problems can have
wide-ranging and negative impacts on the quality of life and the social, emotional, and cognitive functioning of
affected service members. The services have been actively engaged in developing policies, programs, and campaigns
designed to reduce stigma and increase service members' help-seeking behavior. However, there has been no comprehensive
assessment of these efforts' effectiveness and the extent to which they align with service members' needs or evidencebased practices. The goal of this research was to assess DoD's approach to stigma reduction, how well it is working and
how it might be improved. To address these questions, RAND researchers used five complementary methods: (1) literature
review, (2) a microsimulation modeling of costs, (3) interviews with program staff, (4) prospective policy analysis,
and (5) an expert panel. The priorities outlined in this report identify ways in which program and policy development
and research and evaluation can improve understanding of how best to efficiently and effectively provide needed
treatment to service members with mental illness.
Colonialism in Global Perspective Kris Manjapra 2020-04-30 Kris Manjapra weaves together the study of colonialism over
the past 500 years, across the globe's continents and seas. This captivating work vividly evokes living human
histories, introducing the reader to interlocking pasts and ongoing legacies of colonialism through the study of: war,
conquest, militarization, extractive economies, migration and diaspora, racialization, biopolitical management, and
unruly and creative responses and resistances. He describes some of the most salient political, social, and cultural
constellations of our present across the Americas, Africa, Asia, and Europe. By exploring the dissimilar, yet entwined,
histories of settler colonialism, racial slavery, and empire across Asia, Manjapra exposes the enduring role of
colonial force and freedom struggle in the making of our modern world.
Ancient Maya Politics Simon Martin 2020-06-18 With new readings of ancient texts, Ancient Maya Politics unlocks the
long-enigmatic political system of the Classic Maya.
Literary Theory Terry Eagleton 2011-11-30 A quarter of a century on from its original publication,Literary Theory: An
Introduction still conjures thesubversion, excitement and exoticism that characterized theorythrough the 1960s and 70s,
when it posed an unprecedented challengeto the literary establishment. Eagleton has added a new preface tothis
anniversary edition to address more recent developments inliterary studies, including what he describes as “the
growthof a kind of anti-theory”, and the idea that literary theoryhas been institutionalized. Insightful and
enlightening,Literary Theory: An Introduction remains the essential guideto the field. 25th Anniversary Edition of
Terry Eagleton’s classicintroduction to literary theory First published in 1983, and revised in 1996 to includematerial
on developments in feminist and cultural theory Has served as an inspiration to generations of students andteachers
Continues to function as arguably the definitive undergraduatetextbook on literary theory Reissue includes a new
foreword by Eagleton himself, reflectingon the impact and enduring success of the book, and on developmentsin literary
theory since it was first published
Reach Ben Jealous 2015-02-03 A timely collection of personal essays by black men from all walks of life shares their
inspiring stories and views about better community engagement, offering contributions by such figures as Al Sharpton,
John Legend and Isiah Thomas. Original.
Innocent Killers Hugo van Lawick 1971 "A ... journey through the worlds of the hyena, the jackal, and the wild dog"-Jacket.
You Can Win Shiv Khera 2018-11-30 Winners don't different things, they do things differently A practical, common-sense
guide that will lead you from ancient wisdom to modern-day thinking, You Can Win will help you to establish new goals,
develop a renewed sense of purpose, and generate fresh and exciting ideas about yourself and your future. Shiv Khera
guarantees, as the title suggests, a lifetime of success. The book enables you to translate positive thinking into
attitude, ambition and action, all of which combine to give you the winning edge. This book will help you to: · Build
confidence by mastering the seven steps to positive thinking; · Be successful by turning weaknesses into strengths; ·
Gain credibility by doing the right things for the right reasons; · Take charge by controlling things instead of
letting them control you; · Build trust by developing mutual respect with the people around you; and · Accomplish more
by removing the barriers to effectiveness.
The Other Journal: Identity Andrew David 2017-09-01 FEATURING: Judith Butler Lia Chavez Katherine James D. S. Martin
Thomas Nail PLUS: What Does Where You’re From Matter? * Ta-Nehisi Coates and the Power of Lament * Sing More Like a
Girl * Jesus Doesn’t Want Me for a Sunbeam * Occupied Identity * What’s So Holy about Matrimony? AND MORE . . . “We the
people . . .” So begins the familiar first line to the Preamble of the United States Constitution. But even in its
black-woman-redefined-dispelling-myths-and-discovering-fulfillment-in-the-age-of-michelle-obama

initial context, in a document intended to be a manifesto of hope and freedom, the matter of who exactly was to be
included in this “we” was unclear and contested. First-person pronouns (i.e., I and we) roll off the tongue–or onto
parchment paper–with ease, but their common use often belies an underlying complexity. Who am I? Who are we? Who does
my theology say that I am? Identity is at the same time essential to life and yet also deeply contested, problematic,
and enigmatic. The world may be becoming more one and, yet, it seems also to be becoming more different, fragmented,
agonistic, and isolated. In this issue of The Other Journal, we explore the valences of identity, both individual and
communal, personal and public. We take up the theme of identity in multiple ways, examining its interconnections with
gender and race, the dissolution and reconstitution of borders, and, yes, even the 2016 presidential campaign. The
issue features essays by Derek Brown, Zach Czaia, Ryan Dueck, Julie M. Hamilton, Peter Herman, Zen Hess, Kimberly
Humphrey, Katherine James, Russell Johnson, Sus Long, Willow Mindich, Angela Parker, Taylor Ross, and Erick Sierra;
interviews by Stephanie Berbec and Zachary Thomas Settle with Judith Butler and Thomas Nail, respectively; poetry by T.
M. Lawson, D. S. Martin, Oluwatomisin Oredein, and Erin Steinke; performance art by Lia Chavez; and photography by
Jennifer Jane Simonton, Pilar Timpane, and Mark Wyatt.
The Woman Code Sophia A. Nelson 2021-03-16 A powerful, no-nonsense guide for women that provides them the keys to
unlock a fulfilling life. Every woman lives by a code, whether she realizes it or not. It informs how she treats others
and herself, how much she expects of herself, and how far she is willing to go in order to find success. But is the
code we're living by truly helping us create the lives of purpose and fulfillment we desire? Or are we sacrificing the
deeper things for mere achievement? In this inspiring book—updated with new insights from the profound economic and
societal shifts that have changed our world with the advent of the global pandemic—Sophia A. Nelson calls women to live
out a powerful life code that will lead them to purposeful and successful lives. With the wisdom that comes from
experience, Nelson reveals to women: The true meaning of “having it all" How to take better care of their minds,
bodies, and souls How to discover new reserves of strength The importance of having courageous conversations to build
relationships How to achieve professional excellence without compromising their values How to find lasting love and
purpose in life beyond their accomplishments How to navigate the sisterhood of women, to build collaboration rather
than competition How to heal from past hurts, rejection, and life's inevitable storms The Woman Code is a way of
living, of navigating life's challenges, and of interacting positively with other women. It's a way of pursuing our
dreams and our deepest desires. It reveals a universal and timeless set of principles of the mind, body, and spirit
that help women balance the demands of work, home, family, and friendship. The Woman Code not only calls on women to
practice purpose in their lives, it shows them how to do it with grace.
Freedom Dreams Robin D.G. Kelley 2003-06-15 Kelley unearths freedom dreams in this exciting history of renegade
intellectuals and artists of the African diaspora in the twentieth century. Focusing on the visions of activists from
C. L. R. James to Aime Cesaire and Malcolm X, Kelley writes of the hope that Communism offered, the mindscapes of
Surrealism, the transformative potential of radical feminism, and of the four-hundred-year-old dream of reparations for
slavery and Jim Crow. From'the preeminent historian of black popular culture' (Cornel West), an inspiring work on the
power of imagination to transform society.
Expanded Cinema Gene Youngblood 2020-03-03 Fiftieth anniversary reissue of the founding media studies book that helped
establish media art as a cultural category. First published in 1970, Gene Youngblood’s influential Expanded Cinema was
the first serious treatment of video, computers, and holography as cinematic technologies. Long considered the bible
for media artists, Youngblood’s insider account of 1960s counterculture and the birth of cybernetics remains a mainstay
reference in today’s hypermediated digital world. This fiftieth anniversary edition includes a new Introduction by the
author that offers conceptual tools for understanding the sociocultural and sociopolitical realities of our present
world. A unique eyewitness account of burgeoning experimental film and the birth of video art in the late 1960s, this
far- ranging study traces the evolution of cinematic language to the end of fiction, drama, and realism. Vast in scope,
its prescient formulations include “the paleocybernetic age,” “intermedia,” the “artist as design scientist,” the
“artist as ecologist,” “synaesthetics and kinesthetics,” and “the technosphere: man/machine symbiosis.” Outstanding
works are analyzed in detail. Methods of production are meticulously described, including interviews with artists and
technologists of the period, such as Nam June Paik, Jordan Belson, Andy Warhol, Stan Brakhage, Carolee Schneemann, Stan
VanDerBeek, Les Levine, and Frank Gillette. An inspiring Introduction by the celebrated polymath and designer R.
Buckminster Fuller—a perfectly cut gem of countercultural thinking in itself—places Youngblood’s radical observations
in comprehensive perspective. Providing an unparalleled historical documentation, Expanded Cinema clarifies a chapter
of countercultural history that is still not fully represented in the arthistorical record half a century later. The
book will also inspire the current generation of artists working in ever-newer expansions of the cinematic environment
and will prove invaluable to all who are concerned with the technologies that are reshaping the nature of human
communication.
Be the One You Need Sophia A. Nelson 2022-06-28 From acclaimed journalist Sophia A. Nelson, the bestselling author of
The Woman Code, comes a poignant, powerful, and revealing memoir providing life lessons that emphasize the importance
of self-care, self-love, and self-understanding that will lead to freedom, healing from the past, and a better future.
Sophia A. Nelson is a highly accomplished woman. Yet following a bout with Covid-19, caretaking for a sick parent
during the pandemic, running a business, and being a mainstay on national television as a political pundit and legal
analyst on CNN, MSNBC, the BBC, and Sirius XM, she realized that she was struggling internally even as she maintained
her breakneck schedule. Like so many others, as an adult child of an alcoholic Nelson struggled with self-love and
knowing her value despite her successes. As she came to learn, it was when she stopped feeling guilty and neglecting
herself emotionally and started understanding the importance of self-care and nurturance that she found the freedom to
truly live and thrive. Her message, Be the One You Need, reveals lessons illuminating for readers that the answers we
seek are always within us. Nelson's call does not mean we do not need other people--quite to the contrary--but that our
first love and our priority must be to self. Good emotional health. Good physical health. Good spiritual health. Good
relational health. The earlier we can figure this out and take care of these basic needs--love, connection, faith, and
success--the better chance we have of a balanced, fulfilled life. In this thought-provoking book--at times sobering yet
also uplifting and encouraging--Nelson speaks to readers from all walks of life: young people just starting out; those
at mid-life trying to wrestle with what she calls "your second life"; and readers in their later years who still have
time to forgive themselves and seek forgiveness where needed. Her purpose in this book is to encourage men and women
alike to practice meaningful self-contemplation, self-care, and self-love. This book is for anyone who is still
fighting demons from their childhood. For anyone who has been hurt too many times to count. For anyone who desperately
wants a roadmap to break free from toxic family ties. Or simply for those who need to be reminded that until you take
care of yourself first, you will have little to nothing of yourself to give to others. As the old saying goes: It's
never too late to have a life, and it's never too late to change one.
Black Woman Redefined Sophia A. Nelson 2011 Looks at the way in which African Ameican women are treated and portrayed
in the media and offers an investigation into the lives and accomplishments of successful black women in the United
States.
Children of Lucifer Ruben van Luijk 2016 Satanism adopts Satan, the Judeo-Christian representative of evil, as an
object of veneration. This work explores the historical origins of this extraordinary 'antireligion.'
Speaking Out Tanya Serisier 2018-11-19 This is the first critical study of feminist practices of ‘speaking out’ in
response to rape. This book argues that feminist anti-rape politics are characterised by a belief in the transformative
potential of women’s personal narratives of sexual violence. The political mobilisation of these narratives has been an
incredibly successful strategy, but one with unresolved ethical questions and political limitations. The book explores
both the successes and the unresolved questions through feminist archival materials, published narratives of sexual
violence, and mass media and internet sources. It argues that that a rethinking of the role and place of women’s
stories and the politics of speaking out is vital for a rethinking of feminist politics around sexual violence and key
to fresh approaches to combating this violence.
An Angry-Ass Black Woman Karen E. Quinones Miller 2012-10-02 Traces the impoverished early years of Ke-Ke, who awakens
from a coma in her midlife to confront events that shaped her resolve to leave Harlem, earn an education, and pursue a
writing career.
Health Issues in the Black Community Ronald L. Braithwaite 2009-10-22 Health Issues in the Black Community THIRD
EDITION "The outstanding editors and authors of Health Issues in the Black Community have placed in clear perspective
the challenges and opportunities we face in working to achieve the goal of health equity in America." —David Satcher,
MD, PhD, 16th Surgeon General of the United States and director, Satcher Health Leadership Institute at Morehouse
School of Medicine "Eliminating health disparities must be a central goal of any forward thinking national health
policy. Health Issues in the Black Community makes a valuable contribution to a much-needed dialogue by focusing on the
challenges of the black community." —Marc Morial, Esq., president, National Urban League "Health Issues in the Black
Community illuminates comprehensively the range of health conditions specifically affecting African Americans, and the
health disparities both within the black community and between racial and ethnic groups. Each chapter, whether
addressing the health of African Americans by age, gender, type of disease, condition or behavior, is well-detailed and
tells an important story. Together, they offer practitioners, consumers, scholars, and policymakers a crucial roadmap
to address and change the social determinants of health, reduce disparities, and create more equal treatment for all
Americans." —Risa Lavizzo-Mourey, MD, MBA, president, Robert Wood Johnson Foundation "I recommend Health Issues in the
Black Community as a must-read for anyone concerned about the future of the African American community. Health
disparities continues to be one of the major issues confronting the black community. This book will help to highlight
the issues and keep attention focused on the work to be done." — Elsie Scott, PhD, president of the Congressional Black
Caucus Foundation "This book is the definitive examination of health issues in black America—issues sadly overlooked
and downplayed in our culture and society. I congratulate Drs. Braithwaite, Taylor, and Treadwell for their monumental
book." —Cornel West, PhD, professor, Princeton University
Phenomenology of Perception Maurice Merleau-Ponty 1996 Buddhist philosophy of Anicca (impermanence), Dukkha
(suffering), and
The Myth and Propaganda of Black Buying Power Jared A. Ball 2020-04-01 This Palgrave Pivot offers a history of and
proof against claims of "buying power" and the impact this myth has had on understanding media, race, class and
economics in the United States. For generations Black people have been told they have what is now said to be more than
one trillion dollars of "buying power," and this book argues that commentators have misused this claim largely to blame
Black communities for their own poverty based on squandered economic opportunity. This book exposes the claim as both a
marketing strategy and myth, while also showing how that myth functions simultaneously as a case study for propaganda
and commercial media coverage of economics. In sum, while “buying power” is indeed an economic and marketing phrase
applied to any number of racial, ethnic, religious, gender, age or group of consumers, it has a specific application to
Black America.
Investing in Cultural Diversity and Intercultural Dialogue Unesco 2009 This report analyses all aspects of cultural
diversity, which has emerged as a key concern of the international community in recent decades, and maps out new
approaches to monitoring and shaping the changes that are taking place. It highlights, in particular, the interrelated
challenges of cultural diversity and intercultural dialogue and the way in which strong homogenizing forces are matched
by persistent diversifying trends. The report proposes a series of ten policy-oriented recommendations, to the
attention of States, intergovernmental and non-governmental organizations, international and regional bodies, national
institutions and the private sector on how to invest in cultural diversity. Emphasizing the importance of cultural
diversity in different areas (languages, education, communication and new media development, and creativity and the
marketplace) based on data and examples collected from around the world, the report is also intended for the general
public. It proposes a coherent vision of cultural diversity and clarifies how, far from being a threat, it can become
beneficial to the action of the international community.
E Pluribus ONE Sophia A. Nelson 2017-01-17 OUR FOUNDERS understood that America was the greatest experiment on earth.
And they sealed it with these words: E pluribus Unum: "Out of Many We Are One." "America is the story of us. And us
isn't doing so great right now." Says award winning journalist and author Sophia A. Nelson. Coming on the heels of the
raucous and divisive 2016 general election campaign, Nelson attempts to give the nation an inspirational charge and
lift by helping us to reclaim our founders' vision for a united and strong America. Nelson reminds us that "we the
people" are charged by our founders' to cherish life, liberty, freedom and equality, as well as to safeguard the nation
from intrusive governance. The founders' also charged our leaders to be moral, virtuous, patriotic servants of the
people. In this groundbreaking book, Nelson challenges us to live out the call of our founding: We are ONE America. We
are ONE People. We are ONE nation indivisible with liberty and justice for all. Pulling from our founding fathers' core
principles of liberty, citizenship, morals, virtues, civic engagement, equality, self-governance, and, when required,
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civil disobedience, Nelson calls us to a higher standard. She calls us to purpose. And she calls us to rediscover the
things that unite us, not divide us. One is a book that all Americans, regardless of political party, race, religion,
or gender can embrace and share with their children and grandchildren for generations. It is a reminder simply of what
makes America great and what makes us the envy of the world. Alexis de Tocqueville said it best: "America is great
because America is good. If America ever ceases to be good, it will cease to be great." Nelson takes us on a
historical, yet very inspirational journey of not just our founding values, but the men and women who walked them out
and brought America to be the great light it is in the world over the past 240 years.
Black Woman Redefined Sophia Nelson 2012-11-20 It's time for a REDEFINITION among black women in America. In its 2011
hardcover release, Black Woman Redefined was a top-selling book and took home a 2011 Best Non-Fiction Book of the Year
Award from the African American Literary Awards. Author Sophia A. Nelson won the 2012 Champions of Diversity Award,
given each year by diversity business executives in Fortune 100 companies. Black Woman Redefined was inspired in part
by what Nelson calls “open season on accomplished black women": from Don Imus's name-calling of black female basketball
players in 2007 and a 2009 Yale University study titled “Marriage Eludes High-Achieving Black Women," to the more
recent revelation that First Lady Michelle Obama is concerned about being painted as an “angry, black woman." In Black
Woman Redefined, Nelson sets out to change this cultural perception, taking readers on a no-holds-barred journey into
the hearts and minds of accomplished black women to reveal truths, tribulations, and insights like never before. This
groundbreaking book provides black women of a new generation with essential career and life-coaching advice. Based on
never-before-done research on college-educated, career-driven black women, Nelson offers her fellow “sisters"—and those
who know, love, and work with them—a feel-good volume for personal and professional success that empowers them without
tearing others down.
Pleasure Activism adrienne maree brown 2019-03-19 How do we make social justice the most pleasurable human experience?
How can we awaken within ourselves desires that make it impossible to settle for anything less than a fulfilling life?
Editor adrienne maree brown finds the answer in something she calls "Pleasure Activism," a politics of healing and
happiness that explodes the dour myth that changing the world is just another form of work. Drawing on the black
feminist tradition, including Audre Lourde's invitation to use the erotic as power and Toni Cade Bambara's exhortation
that we make the revolution irresistible, the contributors to this volume take up the challenge to rethink the ground
rules of activism. Writers including Cara Page of the Astraea Lesbian Foundation For Justice, Sonya Renee Taylor,
founder of This Body Is Not an Apology, and author Alexis Pauline Gumbs cover a wide array of subjects—from sex work to
climate change, from race and gender to sex and drugs—they create new narratives about how politics can feel good and
how what feels good always has a complex politics of its own. Building on the success of her popular Emergent Strategy,
brown launches a new series of the same name with this volume, bringing readers books that explore experimental,
expansive, and innovative ways to meet the challenges that face our world today. Books that find the opportunity in
every crisis!
Imagining Black America Michael Wayne 2014-02-25 DIVScientific research has now established that race should be
understood as a social construct, not a true biological division of humanity. In Imagining Black America, Michael Wayne
explores the construction and reconstruction of black America from the arrival of the first Africans in Jamestown in
1619 to Barack Obama’s reelection. Races have to be imagined into existence and constantly reimagined as circumstances
change, Wayne argues, and as a consequence the boundaries of black America have historically been contested terrain. He
discusses the emergence in the nineteenth century—and the erosion, during the past two decades—of the notorious “onedrop rule.” He shows how significant periods of social transformation—emancipation, the Great Migration, the rise of
the urban ghetto, and the Civil Rights Movement—raised major questions for black Americans about the defining
characteristics of their racial community. And he explores how factors such as class, age, and gender have influenced
perceptions of what it means to be black. Wayne also considers how slavery and its legacy have defined freedom in the
United States. Black Americans, he argues, because of their deep commitment to the promise of freedom and the ideals
articulated by the Founding Fathers, became and remain quintessential Americans—the “incarnation of America,” in the
words of the civil rights leader A. Philip Randolph./div
Midwifing—A Womanist Approach to Pastoral Counseling Myrna Thurmond-Malone 2019-08-01 Midwifing--A Womanist Approach to
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Pastoral Counseling: Investigating the Fractured Self, Slavery, Violence, and the Black Woman, is an investigation of
intergenerational trauma. Exploring the impact of slavery, violence, racism, sexism, classism, and other isms on the
self of the Black woman. This examination of the complexity of pain speaks to the multidimensional reality of some
Black women and the necessity for a therapeutic technique that invites the fullness of the Black woman's historical
narrative. Dr. Thurmond-Malone's work exposes hidden pain in a safe and sacred space that speaks to the deep-rooted
anguish experienced through generations of Black women and invites her readers to understand the necessity for a
rebirthing to occur. This work also empowers women of African descent to become unarmored through the naming, claiming,
and reauthoring of their story, and empowers therapists to become midwives adept at empathizing with the intense pain
carried by some Black women. Lastly, the book provides clinicians with insight into how to become midwives capable of
holding the accounts of Black women while illustrating the author's approach as a method of interdependence, communal,
and cultural competency. Taking an analytical look at the counselee's past then births hope for their future as a whole
and transformative self.
He Leadeth Me William Beckford 2013-04 In this gripping and yet captivating account of a compelling true life story,
William Beckford enthralls his audience with a story that will live with you - forever. He will transport you into his
life and travel with him from his innocent childhood, the discovery of his nonexistent relationship with his siblings,
through his depression and attempted suicide. The emotional abuse and neglect cycle started when he was a child, and
continued through his teenage years. The pages turn on their own as this compelling story exposes a tale of a black
sheep, the mindset of the victim, the actions of the people he thought would love him the most, the betrayal of family
and friends, and the walk towards conversion, healing and restoration. Your nights will be short as you stay awake,
reading each page as quickly as possible so you may know what happened next. Intense does not begin to describe "He
Leadeth Me." William's true story reads like a best-selling thriller - but it's not fiction. His story begins as a
childhood nightmare and ends with God's miraculous and victorious deliverance and restoration. At the heart of this
book are real issues that we all face: learning to grow through pain, making decisions that will help us move forward,
overcoming adversity, and trust in the power of God for healing. Centered on the people that were close to him, he
brings his own cast alive with crisp dialogue and action - oftentimes breathtaking with brutal honesty. At an early
age, he learned how to cope with adversity and loneliness. He found love, in other people's homes. Never has a story
been told of how a child had to fend off forces of evil and powers of the dark world. With no hope of escape from the
flood of witchcraft and sorcery, he learned to trust God even at an early age.
Jalimusa: An Epic Tale of Black Motherhood Amira Davis, PhD 2019-12-11 Author Amira Davis highlights connections
between her vocation as a Jalimusa, or cultural storyteller; mothering narratives of other women; and the awesome
undertaking of rearing healthy and well-adjusted, culturally conscious children. Davis is a mother, grandmother, greatgrandmother, community ""othermother"" and maternal activist. She is also an educator and advocate for community
literacy development, and is committed to the cultural, social, intellectual, and economic uplift of Africana people.
Letters to an Incarcerated Brother Hill Harper 2014-04 "A compelling, important addition to Hill Harper's bestselling
series, inspired by the numerous young inmates who write to him seeking guidance After the publication of the
bestselling Letters to a Young Brother, accomplished actor and speaker Hill Harper began to receive an increasing
number of moving letters from inmates who yearned for a connection with a successful role model. With disturbing
statistics on African-American incarceration on his mind (one in six black men were incarcerated as of 2001, and one in
three can now expect to go to prison some time in their lifetimes), Harper set out to address the specific needs of
inmates. A powerful message from the heart, Letters to an Incarcerated Brother provides advice and inspiration in the
face of despair along with encouraging words for restoring a sense of self-worth. As the founder of Manifest Your
Destiny, a nonprofit outreach program for at-risk teens, Harper has seen firsthand the transformative effect of
mentorship and the power of a positive role model. This latest addition to Hill Harper's Letters series delivers
visionary, compassionate responses to the real-life circumstances of inmates. As with the other Letters books, Harper
includes moving contributions from top educators, activists, thought leaders, and entertainers. Uplifting and
insightful, Letters to an Incarcerated Brother provides the hope and inspiration inmates and their families need"-Between Sundays Marla F. Frederick 2003-11-20 An ethnographic study of the role of religion in the life of a southern
rural community.
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